
 

 
"Sea-Lounge, sun and fun" 

 
From 14 May 2014 

come and experience 105 nights of partying… 
sun and fun by Le Sea Lounge 

 
 
April 25, 2014 
 
 
The spirit of "Sea Lounge 2014" will be an explosive mix of events that will be aesthetically stunning, acoustically flawless, 
but in keeping with the “beachy” theme. 
 
The daily sets with DJ Nicolas Saad and Paul Svenson will mean parties where eclectic and original music programs bring 
the Sea Lounge into the closed environment of clubs in the Principality. The chic and festive “after sun” moods of "Happy 
Beach" are the must haves of our summer weekends. 
. 
  
It all starts with an "Opening Party" on May 16

th
, made of fire and ice to awaken our senses. Then comes the Grand Prix 

evening, before returning to the essentials that really make the reputation of the Sea Lounge; the crazy "Warm-up" 
champagne flows and guarantees to bring with it the beautiful people, the Swedish "Midsommer Party" celebrates the 
longest day of the year and music festival, the "Independence Day" promises to be very sexy and finally the "White Party". 
This summer 2014, the creativity Oscar returns to Sea Lounge with a lot of events worthy of major international clubs: 
 

"The Live" 
Swing, crooner, jazz, rock, reggae are in the program; 

"Full Moon" 
Magical moments between heaven and earth in a Balinese atmosphere; 

"Chik" 
Or how to party "in Russian"; 

"Mousse" 
Just like back in the day, time to relive a memorable true foam party night! 

"Disco" 
For those fit enough to dance the night away; 

"Beat Club from London" 
Rhythms that make us all tremble; 

"Aquatic Show" 
Fly with the new Fly Board and Kyte Surf of the Beach Club; 

"Black Pearl" 
Pirates will never have danced so much! 

 
 
To watch the sun rise, The Sea Lounge launches "United Night Life" evenings in partnership with Jimmy'z Sporting 
Monte-Carlo. An unprecedented music mix right up until the early morning croissants! 

 
 

http://fr.sealoungemontecarlo.com/
http://fr.sealoungemontecarlo.com/
http://fr.jimmyzmontecarlo.com/
http://fr.jimmyzmontecarlo.com/


  

 
PAUL SVENSON - RESIDENT DJ MONTE CARLO SEA LOUNGE 

Child of the French Riviera , Paul Svenson made his debut at private 

parties between Monaco & St Tropez ... After winning several DJ 

competitions (Onlyfordj 's, DJ Music Art / MixMove, etc.) he runs the 

DJ sets in many European clubs , the legendary Club "7" in Cannes, 

the famous "Pacha" in Salou Spain ... with a wide House selection, 

Paul Svenson now also becomes the resident of Sea Lounge (Monte-

Carlo Beach), creator of Onlyfordj 's magazine and the creator of the 

podcast "the Ozer Soundz" with the collaboration of many international 

artists such as Manuel De La Mare or Greg Cerrone. His sets include 

authentic House that’s groovy & punchy! Enjoy! 

 

 

 

 

 
NICOLAS SAAD - RESIDENT DJ MONTE CARLO SEA LOUNGE 

Considered one of the hottest DJs on the French Riviera, he was 

spotted in the early 90’s as a resident in Parisian clubs like "Balajo", 

the "Pavillon Weber" the famous Serge Krüger nights and "Central" 

(ex. Queen) with David Guetta and Laurent Garnier. In 1995 he 

composed hip hop & R & B at Sony Music, and in 1999 produced DJ 

Aspe. In 2005, he composed, wrote and mixed the album Siham "Hig 

Fever”, hit Heart Fnac and France Inter. The single “I Got You” was 

selected for the American "Good Girls Do" series on Oprah Winfrey's 

Oxygen channel. He writes and composes music, remixes it like no 

other, and is now working as a sound engineer on the album Micael 

Sene. He never left the turntables and was recently the official DJ of 

the MICS (Monaco International Clubbing Show). He plays all styles of 

music globally, from Stockholm to Bali and, this summer, Monaco. 

 

  

New programming , new team 

Le Sea Lounge elevates the summer of surprises to the highest level 

and promises to be totally addictive ... We'll be hooked ! 

 

Live the legend 

& Share your experience 
 

Press Contact MONTE CARLO S.B.M. 

Eric Bessone 

Press Service 

+377 98 06 63 62 

presse@sbm.mc 

http://www.pressmontecarlosbm.com/ 

 

Information and Sea Lounge reservations 

 +377 98 06 54 54 

from 4pm 

sealoungemontecarlo.com 

 

And follow us on  and   

 

 

    

https://www.facebook.com/MonteCarloSBM
https://twitter.com/


 

 
 

Monte- Carlo Beach Relais & Châteaux 

 
Part of the Relais & Châteaux brand since its renovation by the designer India Madhavi in 2009, a 5-star hotel with 26 
rooms and 14 suites, breathtaking views of the Mediterranean Sea and a vintage style, the Monte-Carlo Beach offers a 
novel way to enjoy 100% customized organic fare that is globally unique; it’s now part of the elite of large French and 
Monegasque eateries thanks to the talent and creativity of Executive Chef Paolo Sari. 
 
The Monte- Carlo Beach - one of the jewels of the Monte-Carlo SBM group - is involved in a 100% organic cuisine offering 
and sublime local and seasonal produce for a “Lifestyle of Excellence” -  Riviera style. The launch of the" Beach Bio goes 
" concept in 2012 , won by the ECOCERT label level 3,  this is a First Michelin star gourmet restaurant for Elsa, meaning 
quality guaranteed;  heralding the virtues of nature, a philosophy which defines it as the first 100% certified organic 
restaurant . 
 
 
Danièle Garcelon , Executive Director , has put all his energy into the revival of " Beach Bio goes ," a partnership with 
Paolo Sari, who introduced an innovative culinary style; an avant-garde and impeccable biological vision well suited to the 
values of the Société des Bains de Mer and the tastes of the customer. 
 
 
Opening dates 2014 
 
Watersports : May 3

rd
, 2014 

Restaurant La Vigie: June 27
th
, 2014 

 

 
 

Monte-Carlo Beach reservations 
+377 98 06 25 25 

Avenue Princesse Grace  
06190 Roquebrune Cap-Martin 

http://www.monte-carlo-beach.com/ 
 

 
 
 

 

http://www.montecarlosbm.com/luxury-hotels/monte-carlo-beach/
http://www.montecarlosbm.com/
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